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the process can be simpler. Pidd (1998) tells that the model
must not have the same complexity of the real process, because it is part of a “user-model” system. Pidd states:
“model simple, think complicated”.
But sometimes, there is no way to avoid or simplify a
complex procedure without loses precision on the results.
Sometimes the system has procedures involving decisions
or other critical elements that are very important for the
system behavior.
This paper presents a case where the real system has
an optimization procedure that is periodically executed to
achieve quality and production goals. Without that procedure, the model results would be completely different than
the real system.
The representation of an optimized procedure in a
model is a real obstacle for the model builder, because discrete event simulation tools are not designed to solve complex optimization problems in a fast, easy way. The use of
optimization model associated with a simulation model can
be used to solve these types of problem (Merschmann
2002).
The objective is to provide to the mine feasible goals
for quality and quantity production of ROM (Run of
Mine). This is critical, because a goal lower than possible
represents profit loose for the company and a goal higher
than possible have many serious consequences, since the
mine managers are evaluated based on the accomplishment
of that goals.

ABSTRACT
One of the most important challenges for mining engineers
is to correctly analyze and generate short-term planning
schedules, or simply month mining plan. The objective is
to demonstrate how simulation and optimization models
were combined, with simultaneous execution, in order to
achieve a feasible, reliable and accurate solution for this
problem. A tool based on Arena simulation software and
Lingo was developed, tested and approved within VALE
(former CVRD Brazil), with excellent results, presented in
this paper.
1

INTRODUCTION

The main concern when building a simulation model is to
assure that the model will correctly represent the real system. To achieve that, the analyst must consider a detail
level just enough to reproduce the reality for the goals of
the study. Procedures that exists on the system but do not
affect the measurement of the desired results, should not be
modeled, but relevant elements cannot be ignored.
Porto & Lobão (1999) tells that when a model is built
too detailed and complex, it becomes slower, hard to understand and to give maintenance. That facts decreases it’s
reliability, as seen on Figure 1.

2

The stage of mining planning is very important in any type
of mineral mining, because it seeks cost reduction while
maximize mass production plans, while focusing in quality and operation requirements, as well as asset utilization
and restraints such as shovels, trucks, tractors, etc.
In this way “Planning” means “Predictability”, since
it is necessary to verify if a plan can be executed or not, in
agreement with the available resources and has the smallest
possible cost.

Figure 1: Reliability vs. Level of Detail
When modeling more complex systems, the analyst is
not usually forced to model the exact procedure as it is
done in the real system. Frequently the model version of
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In a surface mine, ROM is extracted from different
mining areas. Each mining area have a truck loader to load
ROM. Material is then carried to a main pile or to a primary crusher, that receives material from all mining areas.
Main problem is to keep ROM grade quality in that pile,
meaning to assure the correct grade of iron ore and other
important parameters. Each mining area has a different
grade of iron ore, so mine manager must extract the correct
quantity of material on each area to reach the desired quality (grades) and quantity at the main ROM pile.
This means to allocate the truck fleet to all mining
areas and make the correct number of trips at each one, as
can be seen at Figure 2. Plus, some mining areas require
the waste material to be removed before reaching the ore.
So truck fleet must be allocated to work on these areas too.

to Rasche and Sturgul (1991) simulation models are used
in mine industry since 1961. Furthermore, simulation has
become an important tool in order to monitor mine operations (Turner 1999) and to analyze complex mine systems
(Panagiotou 1999). But a simulation model itself is not
able to precisely represent through heuristics some complex decisions logic that are used to choose the best the trip
plan at each process interference. Then it is absolutely necessary planning the number of trips using the optimization
model.
However, the use of optimization model as a procedure of simulation model allows a more realistic simulation. At the beginning of the simulation, the optimization
model is run in order to calculate the initial shovel allocation and the schedule truck trips. After that, the simulation
model is run until a system state change (failure in any
equipments or lack of material in any mining area). The
simulation model calls the optimizer procedure to calculate
the new optimization and so on.
The proposed solution is the integration of both tools:
discrete-event simulation and optimization, not as a post or
pre-simulation run, but as a combined run.
3

SIMULATION WITH OPTIMIZATION

An optimization tool is traditionally used to find the best
way to execute some task. But in this case, it will help the
simulation model to have the correct similarity with the
real system.
A simulation model can reproduce the system behavior and its randomness while executing the truck trip plan,
generating maintenance events based on the real mine historic data, and other interference events. Each interference
event must call the optimization tool, that recreates the
plan and communicate it to the simulation model. Figure 3
illustrates this process.

Figure 2: Formation of the ROM main pile
This problem could be modeled using a regular optimization tool, focused at truck allocation and calculate
truck fleet assigned to correct areas, estimating number of
trips at each one to reach the desired ore grade at ROM
pile. The truck/shovel allocation problem in mines is a
Multiple Integer Knapsack Problem and it is NP-hard optimization problem (Costa et al. 2004, 2005). This problem
and its variations had already been studied by several authors as Alarie and Gamachie (2002) Costa et al. (2004),
2005, White and Olson, 1986 and many others. But the real
process has many other variables, some of them stochastic,
that impact on the plan, such as:
• Loader maintenance;
• Truck maintenance;
• Exhaustion of ore at the mining area (at the ore
removing areas);
• Exhaustion of waste at the mining area (at the
waste removing areas);
• Averages do not reflect precisely truck operations
loading and transportation variation.

Simulation timeline
Optimizer

0.0

239.0
Loader
Maintenance

Optimizer

506.0
Ore area
exhausted

Optimizer

941.0
Loader
Maintenance

Figure 3: Simulation with Optimization
The number of interactions between simulation and optimization depends of the mining areas number and their
qualities and total mass; it also depends of the shovels and
trucks fleet availability. For all simulated cases, the minimum interactions are:

A discrete-event simulation model is able to reproduce
the randomness of the equipment problems and the time
variation of the trips and processes. This makes simulation
a good tool to check the feasibility of the plan. According
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•
•
•

3.2.1 Objectives

Once per day, where the optimizer try to control
or to correct qualities problems. Normally the period simulated is one month or 31 days;
For each event of mining area exhausted. When a
mining area is exhausted the loader needs to be allocated in other area.
For each maintenance events for shovels and
trucks that can implicate in an inadequate blending. For example, if one loader allocated in a mining area with good quality broken down, probably
the total blending will present problems. The interaction occurs to correct this problem.

The objective of this simulation model is to allow the viability of the mining plan proposed by optimizer, presenting
utilization and production. This evaluation also includes
equipment breakdown and re-planning or extraction in
several areas.
3.2.2 Simulation Model Limits
The system was developed to represent all the important
aspects of a mining operation, with the following limits:
•
•
•
•
•

For each interaction the optimization model tries to
keep the same previous scenario to minimize the movement of shovels on the mine. It is absolutely necessary to
be sure that the equipment allocation and trips number will
allow a production with quality control.
The two models (simulation and optimization) stop to
run when the replication time (one month) finishes, that
mean the mining plan is satisfactory or when there is no
more blending possibilities to reach the quality results. In
this case the mining plan is not good enough to be mined
with quality up to the end of replication.
3.1

3.2.3 Animation
Animation was used to validate transportation procedures,
as well as present results to top management. Among several animation screens, a complete mine view can be seen
on Figure 4.

Models Design

The challenge in this phase was develop a tool to optimize
the equipments allocations, which will work together with
the mining simulation system.
Optimization model will run every time that the simulator program begin, with the objective of execute the initial allocation of the loader and transport equipments
whose operations will be simulated. This program will also
run during the simulation, when an event such as load
equipment and/or a transport failure happen, seeking new
optimal equipment allocation, as well as distribution of the
remaining trucks.
The program will route load equipment to correct mining areas and will determinate the amount of trips that each
truck should take to each area, in order to achieve production and quality goals defined.
3.2

40 mining areas;
40 transporter equipments (trucks);
15 loader equipments;
1 waste pile;
1 crusher.

Figure 4: Mine Simulation Animation

Discrete Event Simulation Model

3.3

The simulation model was developed in the ARENA software, and helps identify how many trips each truck should
perform in each area, so that the grade ore will reach in the
simulation period. VBA was used for communication between simulator and optimizer.

3.3.1

Optimization
Objectives

The objective of this optimization model is to run each
time that the simulator program begin, to produce initial
allocation of the loader and transportation equipment.
This model will also run during the simulation, when
equipment and/or a truck failure may happen, seeking a
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new optimal allocation for shovel and remaining trucks. It
will also generate shovels allocation to different mining
areas and will calculate amount of trips that each truck
should take to each area, to reach production goal.
3.3.2

Sets:
I = mining areas;
V = chemical variables;
J = loading equipments;
K = types of trucks;

Optimization Model Parameters

Subsets:

Optimization model main data include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

I o ⊆ I = ore areas;
I w ⊆ I = waste areas;
J o ⊆ J = shovels that operate only at ore areas;
J w ⊆ J = shovels that operate only at waste areas.

Minimum and maximum capacity of each load
equipment;
Trucks capacity;
Total production to be reached;
Range of desired grades for each control variable
(minimum and maximum grade of Run of Mine);
Grades for each control variables to each mining
area;
Weight of each control variables;

Parameters:
Fk = quantity of trucks of type k;

t vi = grade of variable v in the area i (%);
LBv = lower bound to variable v (%);
UBv = upper bound to variable v (%);
wv = weight of variable v (indicates the relative impor-

There is an open pit mine working with system shovels and trucks, where there was a grade control of several
involved variables. This job considered the grade control
of chemical variables in each grand-size partition of the
areas (pellet feed, sinter feed and lump ore).
For each short-term mining plan elaborated, there are
n available areas, where the mine can be operated simultaneously in m (m ≤ n) of those areas, depending of the shovels available.
If these equipment start to operate, due to technical
and economical reasons, each loader equipment shall work
between production limits previously defined.
Each truck should assist only mining area and, an area
can have more than one truck allocated.

tance of variable v);
g iv = % partition value for variable v at area i;

y jk ∈ 0,1 = compatibility of loader j and truck k (if

y jk = 1 then loader j can operate with truck type k and
y jk = 0 , otherwise);
ai ∈ 0,1 = area availability (1 = available and 0 = not
available);

atvi ∈ 0,1 = type of material at the area i (1 = ore and 0

3.3.3 Features and limitations of the optimizer

= waste);

The optimizer can be used to do all system planning, indicating the trucks/shovels allocation, with the respective
trucks trips plan calculation or simply to do trucks allocation and its trips planning.
The optimizer will have the following constraints:
•
•
•
•
•

P max j = maximum production possible for the loader j
(ton/h);

P min j = minimum production possible for the loader j
(ton/h);

Q o i = maximum amount of ore at the area i (tones);
Q w i = maximum amount of waste at the area i (tones);
eqe j ∈ 0,1 = type of material in which the loader j can

30 mining areas;
80 transport equipments (trucks);
15 shovels;
2 unload point (1 for ore and 1 for waste);
6 control variables in 3 size fractions.

operate (1 = ore and 0 = waste);

d j ∈ 0,1 = loader availability (1 = available and 0 = not

3.3.4 Optimization Model

available);
SRR = minimum strip ratio required (ton/ton);
MCij = cost to move loader j to area i (tones);

This model was partially transcribed by Pinto and Merschmann (2001) and Costa et al (2004, 2005), and current
version contains different trucks and loader equipment.
Optimization model is detailed below:

Preq = minimum ore production required (tones);
T = duration of the planning (hours);
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Pi ≥ ∑ T × P min j × xij

M = mass of the current ore batch (tones);
tbv = grade of variable v at current ore batch (%);

j∈J

∑P ≥ P

tcki = cycle time for area i using truck type k (seconds);
N ki = maximum possible trips of truck type k at area i;
atvi × Pi ≤ Q o i

w
k

c = working load of truck type k for waste (tones);

∑ [(1 − atv ) × P ] − SRR∑ [atv × P ] ≥ 0

+
v

ev− = negative deviation for variable v (%);

[

∑ [t

]

i∈I

i∈I j∈J

A – Allocation Constraints:

j∈J

ij

∑x

j∈J o

ij

∑x

j∈J w

∑x

i∈I

[

w

ij

ij

≤1

∀i ∈ I

(1)

=0

∀i ∈ I w

(2)

=0

∀i ∈ I o

(3)

≤dj

∀j ∈ J

i

× nki ≤ 3600 × Fk × T

∀k ∈ K

(13)

× atvi × Pi × g vi ] + tbv × M +

(15)

The meaning of each constraint is:
(1) each loader should be in an only area;
(2) shovels that operate only in ore area can not operate in
waste area;
(3) shovels that operate only in waste area can not operate
in ore area;
(4) only availability shovels can be used;
(5) the number of trips should be smaller than the largest
number of trips allowed for the fleet of trucks in that area;
(6) the number of trips for fleet of trucks should be smaller
than the allowed maximum;
(7) the production of the area should be smaller than the
loader's maximum production allocated for the area;
(8) the production of the area should be greater than the
loader's minimum production allocated for the area;
(9) the total production of ore should be larger or equal the
requested minimum production;
(10) and (11) production of each area should be smaller or
equal the maximum amount of existent material;

(4)

(6)

B – Production Constraints:

Pi ≤ ∑ T × P max j × xij

vi

⎡
⎤
+ ev+ ≥ LBv ⎢ M + ∑ (atvi × Pi × g vi )⎥ ∀v ∈V
i∈I
⎣
⎦

]

ki

i

× atvi × Pi × g vi ] + tbv × M −

i∈I

j∈J

i∈I

vi

∑ [t

nki ≤ ∑ Fk × N ki × y jk × ai × xij ∀k ∈ K , ∀i ∈ I (5)

∑ tc

i∈I

⎡
⎤
− ev+ ≤ UBv ⎢ M + ∑ (atvi × Pi × g vi )⎥ ∀v ∈V (14)
i∈I
⎣
⎦

Subject to:

∑x

i

C – Quality Constraints:

Q = ∑ atvi Pi − ∑ wv e + e − ∑∑ MCij xij
v

i

i∈I

e = positive deviation for variable v (%);

i

∀i ∈ I (11)

k∈K

n ki ∈ Z = trips of truck type k to area i;

Max

(9)

Pi = ∑ (atvi × cko + (1 − atvi ) × ckw )× nki ∀i ∈ I (12)

xij ∈ 0,1 = assignment of loader j to area i;

−
v

req

∀i ∈ I (10)

(1 − atvi ) × Pi ≤ Q w i

Decision variables:
Pi ∈ R = Production of area i (tones);

+
v

i

i∈I o

cko = working load of truck type k for ore (tones);

Objective function:

∀i ∈ I (8)

∀i ∈ I (7)

j∈J
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Table 1: Simulated Production in tones, by area.

(12) the production of each area should be same to the
number of truck trips multiplied by your capacities;
(13) the minimum strip ratio should be guaranteed;
(14) and (15) the upper and lower bounds for each variable
should be guaranteed;
4

Ore
%
waste
%
Strip Ration
TOTAL

CASE STUDY

Vale is the world’s second-largest mining and metal company in market value, with assets of more than US$ 100
billion. It is the world leader in production and export of
iron ore and pellets and an important producer of nickel,
copper concentrate, bauxite, alumina, potassium, kaolin,
manganese and iron alloys.
Vale is also the biggest logistics service provider in
Brazil, developing complete solutions by interlinking railways, ports and its own sea terminals.
Models were applied and approved at Vale’s Aguas
Claras Mines complex and currently are used for planning
purposes.
In this case the numbers of elements in each set are:

ZE Zone
366 478
32.0%
212 290
13.6%
0.58
21.4%

Table 2: Average distance of transport simulated, in Km.
Equipments

Ore

Dresser
Scania

Waste
1.01
1.66

1.66
2.26

Table 3: Transport costs simulated in R$.

I = 26 mining areas:
V = 9 chemical variables;
J = 9 loading equipments;
K = 2 types of trucks;

I o ⊆ I = 12 ore areas;
I w ⊆ I = 14 waste areas;
J o ⊆ J = 6 shovels that operate only at ore areas;
J w ⊆ J = 3 shovels that operate only at waste areas.

Equipments

Ore

Waste

Dresser
Scania

R$ 101 835
R$ 689 385
R$ 791 220

R$ 698 466
R$ 373 676
R$ 1072 142

R$ (Total)

Table 4: Simulated load cost in R $.
Ore
Load
Equipments
(R$)
P&H 2100 R$ 16 244
P&H 1900 R$ 0
Dresser
L1100
R$ 24 385
R964G
R$ 24 545
980G
R$ 3 254
R964G
R$ 271 844
Scania
980G
R$ 29 634
R$ (Total)
R$369 05.84

These data results in a model with 330 decision variables and 265 constraints.
5

ZC Zone
393 978
34.4%
846 592
54.3%
2.15
45.9%

QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

Models can produce quantitative and qualitative results for
any given scenario. For validation purposes a typical
monthly plan was used and their results are presented below.
Mass of ore and waste mined for origin and destination (see Table 1).
Number of trips, by origin and destination, for calculation of average distance of transport (see Table 2) and
quantification of transport costs (see Table 3).
Quantification of load costs starting from the ore and
waste mass by load equipment and loaded in different
types of transport (see Table 4).

Waste
Load
(R$)
R$ 273 105
R$ 0
R$ 310 538
R$ 10 914
R$ 2 036
R$ 137 619
R$ 17 180
R$751 392.49

Quantification of ore and waste mass mined by loading equipment (see Table 5):
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Table 5: Simulated Production in tones, by loader.
Ore

Waste

70 000

0.070

60 000

0.060

50 000

0.050
40 000

550 124

0.040

%

1 097 736

30 000
0.030
20 000

0.020

73 085

36 954

47 776

-

738 122

22 372

345 042

1 240 968

1 670 242

1071 347
166 284
1 237 630

1

0.05

50 000

0.04

40 000

0.03

30 000

0.02

20 000

0.01

10 000

17

21

23

25

27

29

31

TONES

Massa

Desvio P adrão

20
15
10
5
0

19

21

23

25

27

29

Massa

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

Layer (un)

Figure 7: Standard deviation according the numbers of layers and arrival order of trucks.
7

CONCLUSIONS

Main objective was achieved, that was to reduce mining
costs, through simulation and optimization usage in mining
planning.
Presented solution also supplied comfortable and
trustworthy results for mass and transportation distances,
as well as quality measures and others intangible profits.

31

Dias

GRADE Teor
(%)

19

25

15

17

30

M assa (ton )

60 000

%

0.06

13

15

Desvio Padrão x N. Layer (Silica -0,5mm)
Para pilha de 170.000 t

0

11

13

35

70 000

9

11

This mining site works with chevron-stacked pile, of
170.000 tones and 150m length. Number of layers depends
of the speed, where, high speed generates more layers.
Figure 7 presents SiO2 standard deviation (very important control parameter) according to the number of layers
and truck arrival order. It is possible to conclude that the
ideal layers amount is around 60.

542 641
1 127 128
1 669 770

0.07

7

9

It is possible to establish the optimal number of layers
during the formation of the homogenization pile, through
arrival order of trucks on the crusher.

A scenario was generated to compare a monthly plan with
and without quality/grade constraints. Optimization model
sensitivity was tested against the amount of ore production.
The results demonstrate that production decrease while
quality variability increases (see Figure 5 & Figure 6). It
can be explained due to successive loader changes (from
each mining area) to try to keep quality control.

5

7

Figure 6: Phosphorus quality variation - WITHOUT constraints.

SCENARIO ANALYSIS

3

5

Dias

Qualitative analysis is also possible since grade and Phosphorus variable is also recorded.

1

3

GRADE (%)
Teor

Table 6: Simulated Production in tones, by truck.
Scania
Dresser
Total

10 000

0.010

Quantification of ore and waste mass hauled by transport equipment (see Table 6):

6

0.080

TONES

Figure 5: Phosphorus quality variation - WITH constraints.
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Massa (ton)

Equipment
a964
b964
c964
d964
e964
980
aP&H2100
bP&H2100
aL1100
bL1100
Total
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7.1

matemáticos. Revista Escola de Minas 54(3): 211-214.
(in portuguese)
Porto, A. J. V., E. Lobão. 1999. Proposta para
sistematização de estudos de simulação . Revista
Engenharia Arquitetura, EESC-USP, 1(2): 61-69. (in
portuguese)
Rasche, T., and J. R. Sturgul. 1991. A simulation to assist a
small mine: a case study. International Journal of
Surface Mining, Reclamation and Environment 5:
123-128.
Turner, R. J. 1999. Simulation in the mining industry of
South Africa. International Journal of Surface Mining,
Reclamation and Environment 13: 47-56.
White, J. P., and J. W. Olson. 1986. Computer-based dispatching in mines with concurrent operating objectives. Mining Engineering 38(11): 1045-1054.

Profits of cost reduction

During testing period, simulation model was responsible
for a cost reduction of 4.97%, when comparing FY 2005
with FY 2006. Cost was reduced from 1.33 R$/Ton to 1.27
R$/Ton, in 2006. That represents a comparative savings of
7.7 million Reais per year (4 million dollars).
7.2

Intangible Profits

As intangible profits for this project, recognized by VALE
management team, some can be mentioned as:
• It supplied a tool for daily decision making within
mining environment;
• It allowed the discussion of the mine plan prior to
execution;
• It increased significantly the trustworthiness of
mine plans to plant managers;
• It allowed equipment utilization analysis such as
simulation versus reality;
• It made possible analyses several scenarios in
small time interval.
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